
Weekly Learning Reflections 

Week Beginning: 

Happy Friday!  

It’s been anther busy week here in Radiant Class, where the children have been using their 

creativity, imagination and descriptive language skills to continue the story of the Baseball 

Boys in English. After sharing our ideas and discussing many different scenarios, the 

children have chosen how they wanted the next part to play out. They have learnt about and 

used subordinating conjunctions to add further detail when writing their mini-stories to great 

effect. I was also impressed with their reflection skills today as we edited and improved our 

writing.  

Maths saw us delve deeper into inverse and estimation, while also practising our addition 

and subtraction skills. We found the concept of inverse quite tricky, especially when solving 

missing numbers. However, we persevered and thought hard about which could help us. 

The children’s’ positivity and when it comes to working collaboratively still amazes me. We 

have created a new saying in our class, ‘when in doubt, bar model it out’ that has helped us 

to remember to question ourselves on the types of resources that could help us. 

As ever our afternoons have also been jam packed. We have learnt about tone and 

gradients in art, discovered 3D shape nets and planned a castle in DT and looked the parts 

of a plant, how they help it grow as well as finish one and start another experiment. The 

children have shown excellent cooperation and collaboration skills in Geography and 

listened attentively to different view points in PSHE. They have all been superstars.  

 

⭐⭐⭐STARS OF THE WEEK ⭐⭐⭐ 

 

Pupil Star of the Week - ⭐Savannah⭐ 

Ellen was nominated for Star of the week for her efforts in maths this week. Her peers have 

noticed her ability to challenge herself with tricky maths problems and persevere to get them 

completed. She has also shown fantastic cooperation and collaboration skills too!  

 

Teacher Star of the Week - ⭐Daisy⭐ 

It has been excellent to see Daisy challenge herself with trickier maths work this week and 

develop her independence across her learning. Through our English and foundation 

subjects, she has also shown fantastic cooperation and collaboration skills in a range of 

different circumstances.  

 

Well done to our stars. 

⭐⭐⭐ 

 

Have a lovely weekend,   

Mrs Mori 😊 


